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PLUTA attorney Heinz-Joachim
Hombach becomes part of Leipzig
management team
6 April 2023 · Leipzig

Mr Heinz-Joachim Hombach will support PLUTA partners
Dr Stephan Thiemann and Mr Stefan Kahnt as deputy
branch manager in the future. Mr Hombach will also
become an authorised signatory for the Chemnitz office
and continue to carry out activities for the Berlin branch.

Mr Heinz-Joachim Hombach has held a number of
different roles for PLUTA at various locations for many
years. His activities are focused on maintaining and
restructuring the operations of insolvent companies and
the sale of such businesses. The 45-year-old attorney is
regularly appointed insolvency administrator. He is a
member of the Insolvency Law and Restructuring Working
Group of the German Bar Association (DAV).

Mr Hombach is also internal data protection officer at
PLUTA and is involved in developing the company’s IT
systems and applications.

Managing partner Dr Stephan Thiemann said, “With his
experience, Mr Heinz-Joachim Hombach is an exceptional
addition to our management team in Leipzig.” Mr Stefan
Kahnt added, “While continuing to pursue our successful
course, we can also push ahead with new ideas with Mr
Hombach on board.”
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